We shall study some explicit connections between (1) the Vandiver conjecture on the class number of the real cyclotomic field O(cos(27t//)) and (2) the images of various Galois representations induced from the power series representation (constructed and studied by Ihara, Anderson, Coleman, etc.) of Gal(O/0(1(,-)) which describes universally the Galois action on the Fermat curves of I-power degrees. One such connection was tirst discovered by Coleman. In the case of the original power series representation, we shall also describe the difference between the "expected image" and the actual Galois image in terms of a certain invariant of Iwasawa type.
In his study of Galois representations arising from the pro-l etale coverings of P1 \ { 0, 1, cc }, Y. Ihara [6] constructed for each element p of the absolute Galois group Gal(Q/Q) over the rationals an l-adic power series F&u, u) in two variables which was shown to be universal for Jacobi sums. Some properties of the power series F, have been investigated by Y. Ihara [6] , G. Anderson Cl], R. Coleman [4] , and Ihara, Kaneko, and Yukinari [7] . Especially, Fp for PEG~~(~/QQ+)) satisfies some non-obvious functional equations [ 1, 71. The aim of this paper is to study the image of the homomorphism p H F, from Gal(0/Q(&,)) to the multiplicative group Z, [[u, u]] x. We first show that the functional equations mentioned above characterize the image and its reduction modulo 1 if and only if the Vandiver conjecture at I is valid (Theorem 1). This means in particular that the Galois image is completely described when the class number of the field Q(cos(27r/I)) is not divisible by I (e.g., when 1 is regular or less than 125,ooO). Also the theorem might present a new aspect of the Vandiver conjecture. Next we look at the "Vandiver gap," i.e., the difference (if any) between the expected image and the actual Galois image. We give an explicit description of this gap in terms of a certain invariant of Iwasawa type (Theorem 2).
There are two other versions of Theorem 1. The first is due to R. Coleman and is concerned with the image of the homomorphism pug,, where gp is the "twisted log" of a factor of Fp [4, Th. 7.33 . The second is related to the reduction modulo 1 of the coefficient h,(u) of u in the u-adic expansion of F, (u, u) . As is pointed out in [7, Sect. 41 , h, mod 1 satisfies a certain differential equation in characteristic 1. As the power series h, and gp are closely related with each other, g, mod I satisfies a similar type of differential equation. We shall show that the image of the homomorphisms p H h, mod I and p ++ g, mod I are characterized by these differential equations if and only if the Vandiver conjecture is valid (Theorems 3 and 3').
We thank Y. Ihara for his advice and encouragement.
THE MAIN RESULTS

Preliminaries
Let &p be the algebraic closure of the rational number field Q in the complex number field. Let I be a fixed prime number, pin be the group of I"th roots of unity in &p, and put I+ = U,*, p,. Let c = (cJnk i be a fixed generator of the I-adic Tate module-T,(G,), i.e., ~n~~,"\~,"-~ and CL+,= c,. In [6, Th. A], Ihara constructed a homomorphism (associated to 0 F: Gal(Q/Qb)) 3 p I-+ F,(u, 0) E G C Cu, ~11 x for which the power series F,,(u, u) describes "universally" the action of p on the I-adic Tate modules of abelian varieties of Fermat type of l-power degree. According to the work of Anderson [l], Coleman [4] , and Ihara, Kaneno, and Yukinari [7] , we have an explicit formula for Fp as follows.
For any odd integer m 2 1 and any integer n 2 1, put 
The Main Results
In the following, we always assume that 1 
Further, let $ be the multiplicative group of all F= F(:(u, u) E IF, [ [u, u] ] x satisfying the same type of conditions as (i)-(iv). Note that the reduction of the relation (v) modulo I or rather modulo the prime element of Q,(c,) is trivial. It follows from the results recalled in Section 1.1 (or more precisely, from [7, Prop. l] combined with Theorem C) that FP and FP mod 1 (p E Gal(Q/Q(ptm))) belong to 3 and 5, respectively. Our first result is the following. THEOREM 1. The following conditions are equiualent:
(i) The Vandiuer conjecture at I is ualid.
(ii) Im F = 5. (iii) Im F modulo I= 8.
Especially, if 1 is a regular prime or less than 125,000 (see e.g., [ 12, p. 157] ), the equalities (ii) and (iii) hold. We note here that there is an analogous result of K. Iwasawa [9, Th. S] which relates the Vandiver conjecture with a module generated by Jacobi sums of exponent 1.
The second result is a "quantitative version" of Theorem 1. The group ring A = Z, [ [Z,x ] ] acts on the multiplicative group Z, [ [u, u] ] ' in the usual manner, i.e., the element j,eA corresponding to a E Z," acts as jol.u=(l+u)a-l, j;u=(l+u)"-1. Then, 5 is a A-submodule and furthermore the cokernel s/(Im F) turns out to be a A-module (see Section 3.1). Let (G/Im F)( -1) be the "Tate twist" of the cokernel. It will be shown in Section 3.1 that the modules S/(Im F) and (g/Im F)( -1) are finitely generated and torsion over A. For each integer n 2 1, let A, be the l-Sylow subgroup of the ideal class group of Q(p,"). Put A o. = lim, _ o. A, and let AZ be its "even part." It is well known that the module Hom,,fA 2, Q@,) is a finitely generated torsion A-module. Here, j, E Z; acts on f EHom,, ( 
Let 59 be the differential operator on [F,[ [t]] as follows. For g E E,[ [t]], define
where D = (1 + t)(d/dt). In [7, Sect. 43 , it is pointed out that h, mod I satisfies 9(/1,(t) mod I) = 0. Further, it is easily seen that h,(t) is "even," i.e., hp( (1 + t) -' -1) = h,(t). Then (D"-l)g=O,g((l +t))'-l)= -g(t)).
Further, both sides coincide if and only if the Vandiver conjecture at I is valid. This is a "modulo I version" of Theorem C. Theorems 1, 2, and 3 are proved in Sections 2, 3, and 4, respectively.
l.N. Notations
We identify G, = Gal(Q(I+))/Q) with Z; via the action of G, on the Tate module T,(G,). For ct E Z; , j, denotes the element of G, such that j,(C) = i". Set A = Gal(Q(p,)/Q). Let w denote the Teichmiiller character; w: A + E," _ For an integer i and a A-module M, MC') = M(imod('-I)) denotes the w'-eigenspace of M. Further, M-(resp. M+ ) denotes the maximal subspace of A4 on which j-~, acts as ( -1)-multiplication (resp. j-, acts trivially).
Set f = Gal(Q(p,,)/Q(p,)).
We by j,(l+u)=(l+u)a, etc. Suppose X is a Galois group with Z,"-action. For each integer m, we denote by Horn,: (X, Z,(m))(Z,(m):
the Tate twist) the Z,-module con-sisting of all continuous homomorphisms /?: X+ Z, satisfying j(j, . p) = cr"B(p) for all a E Z; and p E A'.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 2.1. Relations between "Y--, 5, and 5
We deduce Theorem 1 from Theorem C. For this purpose, we investigate relations between "Y--, 5, and g. With the natural action of Z; on the rings of I-adic power series or their reduction modulo I (see Section l.N), we consider 3, 5, and ^Y--as A-modules. We shall prove in Sections 2.2 and 2.4 the following propositions. PROPOSITION 
is well defined and gives a A-isomorphism from Y ~ to 5, PROPOSITION 2. The reduction modulo 1 from 5 to $ is a A-isomorphism.
Since the power series gp is mapped to F, by the homomorphism in Proposition 1, Theorem 1 follows immediately from Theorem C and Propositions 1 and 2.
Let/i-be the"oddpart"ofA, i.e., A-=((l-j-,)/2)A.
Since-tr-isa free )i --module generated by the power series C,,, ~ 1, odd (l/m!) T" (see [3] ), we get from the above propositions the following COROLLARY. Proposition 1 follows immediately from Lemmas 1 and 2. Now, we prove Lemma 2. It is clear that the map in the lemma is well defined and is a A-homomorphism.
First, we prove the injectivity. For g=c m p ,, odd (a,/m !) T" E V-, assume G, = 0. Then, a, = 0 for all odd integers m>3. Therefore, g(t)=a,log(l+t)EZ,
Hence, a,=0 and g=O.
Next, we prove the surjectivity. Let G = &a 3, odd (a,/m!) (U" + V" + IV) be any element of 3'. Let 8, = (1 + u)(c?/c?u) = a/au and a, = (1 + u)(a/au) = a/aV be the differential operators on Z, [ [u, u] ]. By a simple calculation, we get odd From this, we see that the power series h(t) = C, a 3. odd (a,,,/(~ -2)!) T" -* is an element of Z, [ [t] ]. Since GE s', G satisfies the relation 1 G(Ql+u)-l,C(l+u)-l)=O. p= I By letting d, and ~3, act on both sides, we get ;zl (J, J,G)(Ul + u) -1, ((1 + u) -1) = 0. Since 1#2, we see from the above that CC,=, h([(l + t)-1) = 0. Hence, h E ?'-. But since D*Y-= V"-(see [3] ), there exists gE Y-such that D2g=h. We easily see that G, = G. This proves the surjectivity.
Some Lemmas for the Proof of Proposition 2
In this subsection, we prove some lemmas which we need in the proof of Proposition 2.
Let &" be the ring of integers of the completion Qy of the maximum unramilied extension of Q,, and let cp be the Frobenius automorphism of Qy over Q,. Put
for a~@, then aE&.
Proof
By the lemma of Dieudonnc and Dwork (see, e.g., [7, Lem. 4] 
Hence a -av = 0, i.e., a E Z,. Hence a, = 0 for m # 1. Therefore, G(t) = exp{a, T} = (1 + t)"'. By Lemma 3, u, EZ,. Proof of Lemmas 5 and 6. Let Endr,(G,) denote the endomorphism ring of l-dimensional formal multiplicative group 6, over F,. It is well known that the homomorphism
is an isomorphism. Lemma 5 follows from this. On the other hand, the condition in Lemma 6 implies that Z'(t) -1 is an endomorphism of 6, over F,. Hence, from the above, G(t) = (1 + t)' (mod I) for some CE Z,. 
Proof:
We easily see that the conditions (ii) and (iii) for 3 (or &) (Section 1.2) imply that F(u,u)F((1+u)(l+u)-1,w')=F(u,(1+u)(l+w')-1)F(u,w') (u, V, w'; independent variables). Hence, from the conditions (i)(iii) for 5 (resp. g), we can define' for each element F((u, u) E 5 (resp. j) a twodimensional formal group G, over Z, (resp. IF,) by the law
The formal group G, is an extension of G, by 6,, and F(u, v) -1 is a 2-cocycle of this extension. But since there exist no non-trivial extensions of 6, by G,,, over @ (resp. F,), it must be a 2-coboundary, i.e., there exists
Hence, F(u, u)=G(u)G(u)G(w). In the following, let FE 5 and G(t) be as above. Noting that I is odd and F+' = F, we see from the condition (v) for 'fJ that The first part of the lemma follows from this. Next, let i:
and take GE& such that GmodZ=c. Then G((l+t)-l-l)= G(t)-'modl.
Put H(t)=G((l +t))'-l)G(t). Then H(r)-1 modl. Since J$=,G(i(l+t)-l)=G'+'((l+f)'-l), we get &=,H(~(l+t)-1)= W+'(( 1 + t)' -1). Hence, by Lemma 9, H(I) = 1. Therefore, G(t) E A-. This proves the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 2
It is clear that the reduction modulo I from iJ to 8 is a /i-homomorphism.
First, we prove its surjectivity. Take any F: Hence by Lemma 8, G' = 1. This shows that F = 1 and completes the proof of Proposition 2.
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Relations between Im F, Ker F, and Ideal Class Groups
In this subsection, we state two propositions on the image and the kernel of the homomorphism g: Gal(~/Q(p,,z)) 3 p H g, E V (cf. Section 1.1). Theorem 2 is then an immediate consequence of these propositions and Proposition 1. Let a, be the maximum pro-l abelian extension over Q(Prou) unramified outside 1 and Q;/Q(pliLI) be the "odd part" of QJQ(pLlm). Put 8 = Gal(S2;/Q(P,,)).
It is known that the Galois representation F (resp. g) factors through 8 and the induced homomorphism F (resp. g): 8 -+ 5 (resp. V -) is compatible with the action of A (see [6, Th. 11) . Here, j, E Z; acts on 8 by conjugation and on -Y -in the natural way (see Section 1.N). Hence, the groups 9'-/(Im g) and Ker g ( c 8) admit A-module structures. We easily see that the modules V -/( Im g) and Ker g are finitely generated and torsion over A i and further that Ker g = Tor (li by using (1) a theorem of Iwasawa on the structure of 0.5 as a A-module (see, e.g., [12, Th. 13 .31]), In Section 3.4, we shall prove the following PROPOSITION 4 . The A-modules (Ker g)( -1) and Horn@;, Q/Z,) are isomorphic.
Realization of gp as a Coleman Power Series
The purpose of this subsection is to realize the power series g, as an "additive Coleman power series" (i.e., the "logarithm" of a usual Coleman power series). First, we recall some facts and introduce some notations.
Let II,, be the group of principal units of the f"th local cyclomotic field Q,(c,) and U = lick U,, be the projective limit w.r.t. the relative norm. Coleman [2] For each integer m 20, we denote by 6, the mth Coates-Wiles homomorphism (associated to the fixed basis c of T,(G,)): U + Z, (see, e.g., [ 12, p. 1371 ). Since 6, (<") = s, we have a decomposition u-= {&EU-;G1(E)=O}~{~~;SEZI}. Let 2 be the inertia group of an extension of I in Q;/Q(p,m). By class field theory, 2 is isomorphic to the group U-modulo the closure of the group of global units (see, e.g., [12, Cor. 13.61 We easily see that for p E @'i), the power series /, can be written in the form Proof: By the coefficient formula of Fp (see Section l.l), we get h,((l +t)'-l)-h,(t)=Dg,(t).
When i # 1, we see from the above and Proposition 5( 1) that h,(t) + U' hzCColl(Afip))(t) =h,((l +t)'-l)+(Dlog[Col](f,p))((l+t)'-1).
From this, we see that the left hand side is a constant. Since Fp = 1 (mod UUW), h,(O) = 0, and since i# 1, we see that (D log[Col](fip))(O) = 0 (see [3, Th. 43) . Therefore, h,(t) = -(D log[Col](f,p))(t).
Next assume i= 1. Noting that f;'tDg,=D(f;' +g,), we get the assertion from Proposition 5 ( 2) .
From Corollary 2, we immediately obtain When i= 1, f,-'t(h,; p E Gi"'} = D log[Col](iz"').
Proof of Proposition 3
Let i be any odd integer with 1 < i< I -2 and g(" be as before the homomorphism It suffices to prove that Ker gti) and T")/(Im g"') have the same characteristic power series.
First, assume i = 1. By the Stickelberger theorem (see, e.g., [ 12, Prop. 6 .16]), Oci) is torsion free over A i and hence Ker gci) = {O}. On the other hand, we see from Theorem C and the Stickelberger theorem that hz (I)= V(l). Hence, the assertion is valid when i= 1.
In the following, we always assume i > 1. Put Note that since Qj')/C") is unramilied (see [S, Prop. 2]), C(')M(') = Qji) and the inertia group Z(j) ( c jj")) of an extension of I in Cci)/Q(p.,m) is canonically isomorphic to 2 (Q. Let hi be a characteristic power series of the torsion /ii-module Gal(L'i)/Q(~,m)). Then, by using a theorem of Mazur and Wiles [ll], we see that fi/hi is a characteristic power series of Ker gci) = Gal(Qj')/C(')) N Gal(M"'/L(')).
On the other hand, we see that from Proposition 5(l) and the fact that (since i# 1) the homomorphism A 0 [Cal]: 2(i) + V(i) is an isomorphism (see [3, Th. 41 ). Since Qj')/C(') is unramified, the restriction @j@) -+ $j(') induces an isomorphism: 2(i)/fyjW N zW/fi53(i). B y using [ 12, Th. 13 .31) and Ker g") = Tor Qj") (see Section 3.1), we see that B4') is pseudo-isomorphic (in the sense of [ 123) to A,. Hence, by the very definition of hi, the A,-submodule %ti) n hiSjci) of 4jci) is of finite index both in Z(i) and in hiBti). From this, we see that Z(')/J;:fi(') is pseudo-isomorphic to hi!+j(')/fiB('), But since $(') is pseudo-isomorphic to A i , h/hi is a characteristic power series of Y'i)/( Im g")). This proves the proposition. because &' 3 1 (mod I). Hence, for any w E 2, (Dt-' -l)(w( 1 + t)) = w(D'-'-i)(l+ t). But since D(l + t)= 1 + t, we see that (D/-l-l)T= (0). On the other hand, since D(t') = j( 1 + t) t'-1 = 0, we get (D'-' -l)(g(t')) = -g( t'). This proves (ii) of Proposition 6. Let o E ,4. Assume w( 1 + t) E 0 (mod I). Then, we see that (l/1)( (w( 1 + t)) E Y by [3, Lem. 21 . Hence, (l//)(0( 1 + t)) = o'( 1 + t) for some o' E ,4. But since Y is free over .4, we obtain o = 1~'. This proves (iii) of Proposition 6. The assertion (i) of Proposition 6 follows easily from [3, Th. 4 3. We easily see that F(t) -F((l + t)'-1) = t. Using this relation, we see that (1) The Vandiver conjecture at 1 is valid. . From these, we obtain fi . 6(i) = 2('). The implication (1) =-(2) (resp. (1) =E= (2')) follows immediately from this and Proposition 5 (resp. Cor. 2 of Prop. 5).
(2 [ 1, Sect. 31 ). We first recall this interpretation and then as its application, we give an alternative proof of the latter half of Theorem C which is somewhat more direct compared with Coleman's proof.
Let c = (c,), be the generator of T,(G,) fixed in Section 1. with h&Z/l")[Z/l"] by 1 + t H l& yn where yn is a fixed generator of Z/l" (written multiplicatively) such that yn + 1 corresponds to yn under the natural map Z/I"+ ' + Z/l". Then, we easily see that the measure {a,,),, corresponds to the power series Dg,.
Before we begin describing an alternative proof of Theorem C, we need the following claim. Let V+ be the "even part" of V, i.e., V+ = {gEV;g((l+t)-'-l)=g(t)).
For gEZ1[[t]], denote by {a,,}, the measure (distribution) corresponding to g. Proof of Claim. Assume g E -Y + and let g, = g mod(( 1 + t)"' -1). By the isomorphism &CCtllI((1 + v-1) = &W"l (1 +t"Yn)9
g, corresponds to cc:d $&a&.
Here, ggg., is a function from h/Z" to Z, which reduces to a,,, modulo I". Noting that (1 + t) -' corresponds to 7; I, we get 6,, ( -a) and J?, = Gal(CJQ(p,,,)). Then, C= lJ,C, is the field corresponding to the kernel of the Galois representation F. Put $ = Gal(C/Q(p,,))=lim H,,.
First, assume the Vandiver conjecture at 1. By the analytic class number formula and a theorem of Iwasawa [8] , this conjecture is equivalent to the condition that for all n 2 1, the I-units [; -1 (1 < a < (I" -1)/2, (a, I) = 1) are multiplicatively independent modulo (Q(p,.) ' )". Take any g E Y-. We want to show that g = g, for some p E !$. Since the differential operator D induces an isomorphism from Y + to Y -[ 31, g = Of for a power series f~ Y -. From the assumption, we can define an element p/,, E H, for each n by the formula By the distributive relation we get P~,~+A~,=P~,~~ which assures that (P~.~}~ defines an element pI of 8. By the very definition of p/., and what we have recalled above, the power series f is nothing but D( g,,). Hence, g = g,,. Conversely, assume {g,;pd5}=9'-.
Th en, we have { Dg, ; p E 8 } = Y'^ + This means that any measure satisfying (**) in the claim is of the form (6,,,) , for some pub, where a,,,, is defined by the formula (*). In particular, for any 6,: h/l + Z/f satisfying (**), there exists some p1 E H, such that 6, = 6,,,,. This implies that ['; -1 (1 < a < (1-1)/2) are multiplicatively independent modulo (Q([,) x )' and hence the Vandiver conjecture holds. This completes the proof of (the latter half of) Theorem C.
